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a b s t r a c t 

Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are two of the most popular and efficient super- 

vised classification models. However, in the context of large datasets many complexity issues arise due to 

high memory requirements and high computational cost. In the context of the application of Data Min- 

ing algorithms, data reduction techniques attempt to reduce the size of training datasets in terms of the 

number of instances by selecting some of the existing instances or by generating new training instances. 

The idea is to speed up the application of the data mining algorithm with minimum or no sacrifice in 

performance. Data reduction techniques have been extensively used in the context of k -Nearest Neigh- 

bor classification, a lazy classifier that works by directly using a training dataset rather than building a 

model. This paper explores the application of data reduction techniques as a preprocessing step before 

the training step of Neural Networks and SVMs. Furthermore, the paper proposes a new data reduction 

technique that is based on k-median clustering algorithm. Our experimental results illustrate that, in the 

case of SVMs, data reduction techniques can effectively reduce the dataset size incurring small perfor- 

mance degradation. In the case of Neural Networks, the performance loss is somewhat greater, for the 

same data reduction rate, but both SVM and Neural Network models outperform the k -NN approach that 

is typically used in Data Mining applications. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In the recent years, problems involving high volumes of data 

challenge the effectiveness, efficiency and scalability of machine 

learning and data mining algorithms. Most popular proposed algo- 

rithms cannot be applied in such big data analysis scenarios, thus, 

new research issues have attracted the attention of both the indus- 

try and academia. For those algorithms data reduction is a neces- 

sary preprocessing step. Data Reduction can be thought of as item 

reduction or dimensionality reduction. In this paper, we deal with 

item reduction. More specifically, we consider classification tasks 

where data reduction processes are guided by the class labels. 

Most of the Data Reduction Techniques (DRTs) were proposed 

in the context of dealing with the drawbacks of k -Nearest Neigh- 

bors ( k -NN) classifier [2] . This classifier has high computational 

cost during classification, high memory requirements and is noise 
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sensitive. This is because, the k -NN classifier works by using the 

training set as a model to classify new instances. Usually, the larger 

or more detailed the training set, the more accurate the classifica- 

tion. 

A DRT can be either a Prototype Selection algorithm 

(PS) [3] that selects representative instances from the training 

set, or a Prototype Generation algorithm (PG) [4] that generates 

representatives by summarizing similar training instances. These 

chosen/generated representatives are called Prototypes. PS al- 

gorithms can be either editing or condensing. Editing attempts 

to improve accuracy by removing noise, outliers and mislabeled 

instances and by smoothing the decision boundaries between 

classes. PG and PS-condensing algorithms build a small condens- 

ing dataset that represents the initial training data, thus, allowing 

the classification step to achieve low cost while accuracy remains 

almost as high as that achieved by using the original data. Some 

PG and PS-condensing algorithms are called hybrid because they 

integrate the concept of editing. 

Dimensionality reduction and traditional sampling techniques 

have been applied to speed up the training times of eager classi- 

fiers. However, to the best of our knowledge, item reduction tech- 

niques have been used in the context of k -NN classification, but 
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not in the context of large datasets in order to render the usage 

of Neural Networks and SVMs applicable on them. This is the key 

observation behind the motivation of this paper. Another motive is 

to check whether PG algorithms we proposed in the past can aid 

the development of fast and accurate Neural Networks and/or SVM 

based classifiers. 

This paper contributes an experimental study on several 

datasets where Neural Networks and SVM based classifiers, which 

are trained by the original training data and the corresponding 

condensing sets built by state-of-the-art DRTs, are compared to 

each other and against the corresponding k -NN classifiers. Our 

study reviews in detail the algorithms that are used in the experi- 

mental study and reveals that the usage of DRTs leads to fast and 

accurate SVM-based classifiers. 

Moreover, this paper presents a new variation of a PG algo- 

rithm we proposed in the past. The previously proposed algo- 

rithm is called Editing and Reduction through Homogeneous Clus- 

ters (ERHC) [5] and utilizes k -means clustering [6,7] in order to 

build its condensing set. The main motivation behind the devel- 

opment of the new variation is to examine whether the use of k - 

medians [8] instead of k -means is a better choice in the case of 

datasets with outliers and noise. The new variation is called ERHC- 

MD and is expected to be more tolerant to the existence of out- 

liers. 

Although dimensionality reduction can be combined with PS- 

condensing and PG algorithms to obtain even faster k -NN classi- 

fiers or to speed-up the training of eager classifiers, this is not the 

objective of the present paper. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly 

reviews Neural Networks, SVMs and the k -NN classifier. 

Section 3 presents in detail the PG and PS-condensing algorithms 

that we use in our experimental setup. The ERHC-MD algorithm 

is presented in Section 3.5.4 . Section 4 presents the experimental 

study and the obtained results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the 

paper and gives direction for feature work. 

2. Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines and the k -NN 

classifier 

2.1. Feed-forward Neural Networks 

Multilayer feed-forward neural networks [9] are some of the 

most popular learning models used in both classification and 

regression applications. The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with 

a single sigmoid hidden layer is known to have the Universal 

Approximator property [10] , ie. it is capable of approximating 

any continuous function in the unit hypercube with arbitrary 

degree of accuracy, provided that there is no limit on the number 

of available hidden units. Different variations of the classical 

Back-Propagation algorithm [11] are typically used to train an MLP. 

One of the most popular and efficient BP variations is the Con- 

jugate Gradient method [12,13] . Although networks with one hid- 

den layer have been criticized for their relative inefficiency in cap- 

turing complex data representations compared to deep networks 

[14] they are still considered as yardsticks against which other 

learning methods are compared. One advantage of shallow net- 

works is the fact that they have fewer tunable parameters to ad- 

just, typically only the number of hidden units. Also the learning 

algorithm can have lower computational complexity compared to a 

deep learning model. Since our work focuses on the usefulness of 

data reduction as a preprocessing step for pattern classification and 

2-layer neural networks are very popular classifiers we use them 

as one of the benchmark methods for our study. 

2.2. Support Vector Machines 

SVMs are supervised learning models introduced in 1995 by 

Cortes and Vapnik [15] , but the original idea lies in the theory of 

statistical learning introduced by Vapnik [16] almost two decades 

earlier. They are suitable for pattern classification but can be easily 

extended to handle nonlinear regression problems in which case 

they are known as Support Vector Regressors (SVRs). The sepa- 

rating surface offered by an SVM classifier maximizes the margin , 

i.e., the distance of the closest patterns to it. This helps the gen- 

eralization performance of the model and in fact it is related to 

the idea of Structural Risk Minimization [17,18] which avoids over- 

fitting. With the use of nonlinear kernel functions such as Gaussian 

(RBF) or n th order polynomials, SVM models can produce nonlin- 

ear separating surfaces achieving very good performance in com- 

plex problems. 

Due to their good generalization performance these models 

have become very popular with a wide range of applications, 

including document classification, image classification, bio- 

informatics, handwritten character recognition, etc. One of the 

major drawbacks of these models is the memory and the com- 

putational complexity requirements for large datasets. The reason 

is that the separating surface is obtained by solving a quadratic 

programming problem involving an N × N matrix, where N is the 

number of items in the dataset. Although there are techniques 

that can reduce the complexity to O ( N 

2 ) [19] , the problem remains 

hard and the size of the problem can easily become prohibitively 

large calling for methods for data reduction such as the ones 

discussed in the following sections. 

2.3. k -Nearest Neighbor classifier 

The k -NN classifier [2] is an extensively used lazy (or instance- 

based) classification algorithm. Lazy classifiers do not build any 

classification model like eager classifiers do. The k -NN classifier is 

a quite simple and easy to implement algorithm, the predictions 

it makes are easy to understand/explain, it is analytically tractable, 

and, for k = 1 and unlimited instances the error rate is asymptoti- 

cally never worse than twice the minimum possible, which is the 

Bayes rate [20] . 

A new instance is classified by retrieving the k nearest instances 

or neighbors to it from the training set. Then, the new instance 

is assigned to the most common class among the classes of the 

k nearest neighbors. This class is called the major class. The Eu- 

clidean distance is the commonly used distance metric, although 

any distance metric can be used. Despite not spending any time to 

train a model, the classification step is time consuming because in 

the worst case the algorithm must compute all distances between 

the new instance and all the training instances. 

Another issue is that the selection of the value of k affects the 

accuracy of the classifier. The value of k that gives the highest ac- 

curacy depends on the dataset at hand and needs to be tuned in 

advance. Usually, large k values are appropriate for noisy datasets 

since they examine larger neighborhoods. In binary problems, an 

odd value for k should be used so that possible ties during near- 

est neighbors voting are avoided. In problems with more than two 

classes, ties are resolved by choosing a random “most common”

class or the class voted by the nearest neighbor. The later is the 

approach adopted in the experimental study of this paper. 

3. Prototype generation and condensing algorithms 

Although, there are numerous PG and PS-condensing algorithms 

available in the literature, here, we review only the ones used in 

our experimental study. For the interested reader, abstraction and 
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